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The latest collection from Henri Lloyd Clothing has arrived at Ragazzi, featuring the latest pieces for
the new season guaranteed to turn heads this summer.  Among the key items in the collection are
some luxurious Henri Lloyd jumpers ideal for wearing during the chillier summer evenings as well as
some tailored jackets to wear with this seasonâ€™s must have chino trouser and plimsoll shoe.  The
collection also includes some smart knitted cardigans and fresh denim items.

This seasonâ€™s Henri Lloyd clothing shows the brand going back to its roots, drawing on the themes
and ideas that inspired the brand at its inception â€“ the collection heavily features nautical style
colours and patterns which will be a big trend for this season and is already beginning to be seen
out and about on the UK high street.  The styles are classic and are a great tribute to the brandâ€™s
original designs but have come a long way in terms of the fabric and technology used to make these
fantastic pieces.  

Henry Lloyd clothing may have begun by specialising in clothing for sailing and yachting but it has
made a successful transition into mainstream fashion that is a popular choice in the UK and abroad,
providing styles that are smart, tailored as well as being practical.  The look is classic and
sophisticated and this great new range features some fantastic looks for both day and evening
wear.  There is something seriously cool about the Henri Lloyd look, giving the wearer a style that
looks smooth and effortless but not too try hard.  Itâ€™s no wonder that the brand has gone from
strength to strength and is more popular and relevant than ever before.

The latest Henri Lloyd collection features the hottest technology and design features to ensure its
clothes are suitable for a variety of conditions, and whether this summer turns out to be a scorcher
or a wash out, youâ€™ll be well protected with this clothing.  The company has a strong heritage and
has earned its reputation not only for the quality of its designs, but the innovative technology that
has made it a unique and trusted leader in this area of fashion.   They were the first company to
feature Velcro on waterproof clothing so you can expect some fantastic features on their items.

Henry Lloydâ€™s summer clothing is all about relaxed styles that will be sure to be a part of your
wardrobe long term as well as being on-trend right now.  The collection includes a selection of
Henry Lloyd sweaters which feature cool Breton style stripes made from high quality knitted fabrics
as well as lightweight waterproof jackets and smart deck shoes.  Whether you plan to wear them on
the water or just out and about, you can feel good knowing youâ€™re wearing quality and stylish
designer clothes from a menswear brand that delivers great looks season after season.

At Ragazzi we also have some fantastic items in our sale section with up to 50% off Henri Lloyd
clothing.  You could pick up a really great bargain with some of our reduced pieces and because
Henri Lloyd clothing is designed to last, you can guarantee these items will still be in style for years
to come and will be a great investment for your wardrobe.

Keep watching our New Arrivals of Henri Lloyd Jumpers on the Ragazzi website for all the latest
Henri Lloyd SS12 arrivals.  New styles will be added regularly so donâ€™t miss out on the chance to buy
these fantastic menâ€™s designer clothes.
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Ragazzi Clothing - About Author:
Phil Stott is a senior editor and working in the fashion industry from last 10 years and last few weeks
working on a Henri Lloyd Clothing and a Henri Lloyd jumpers.
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